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ABSTRACT 
Let K be a non-archimedean, non trivially valued, complete field. Given a dual pair of vector 
spaces (E, F) over K we study the finest locally convex topology of countable type .Y-on E such that 
(E, 3'-)' = F and, given a locally convex space E, Y, we describe the finest topology of countable type 
on E coarser than ~ It is also shown how the class (So) of spaces of countable type can be ob- 
tained from an operator ideal. 
§ 1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper K is a non-archimedean, nontrivially valued, complete 
field with valuation I" ]. I f  E, Y-is a locally convex space over K with topology 
3--we denote by ~E (or by ~ if no confusion is possible) a family of semi- 
norms determining J .  We always assume that L, Y-is a Hausdorf f  space. 
For the basic notions and properties concerning locally convex spaces we 
refer to [10] if K is spherically complete and to [8] if K is not spherically com- 
plete. We only recall the following. A subset B of a vector space E is called 
absolutely convex (=K-convex in [10]) if ax+l~ y~B whenever x, y6B; 
The absolutely convex hull of B is denoted by C(B). I f  B is absolutely convex 
then B e (the edged hull of  B, see [8]) can be defined as follows. I f  K has dis- 
crete valuation then B e= B; if the valuation on K is dense then B e= ~ 141> l )LB. 
I f  E is a locally convex space and p is a continuous emi-norm on E we denote 
by Ep the space E/ker  p and by 7rp:E~Ep:X--*[X]p the canonical surjection. 
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The space Ep is normed by [f [X]p[[p=p(x). Its completion is denoted by/~p. The 
space E is said to be of countable type if, for every continuous emi-norm p
on E, the space Ep is of countable type. A normed space X is of countable type 
if there exists a countable subset D of X such that X--  vect(D); concretely this 
means that dim X< oo or )~ is linearly and topologically isomorphic to the space 
c o. It is easy to see that E, ~ is of countable type if Ep is of countable type for 
each p ~ ~. 
LEMMA. If E, Y-is a locally convex space of countable type and Y' is a locally 
convex topology on E which is coarser than J then  E, f '  is of countable type. 
PROOF. Let p be a continuous emi-norm on E, f ' .  Then there is a q, con- 
tinuous semi-norm on E, J ,  with q>p. We then have a continuous, surjective 
linear map ~opq:Eq~Ep:[X]q-~[X]p. Let D be a countable subset of Eq with 
Eq = vect(D). Then Ep = ~Opq(Eq) C vect (~opq(D)). Hence Ep is of countable type. 
If E is a polar locally convex space (for the notion of polar space see [8]; the 
assumption that E is polar assures us of the existence of a topological dual space 
E'  which distinguishes the points of E) then the weak topology a(E, E') is of 
countable type (indeed, every Ep is then finite dimensional). Therefore, by the 
lemma it is natural to ask whether there exists on E a finest locally convex 
topology of countable type for which the topological dual space is still E'. 
Remark that the answer to this question is "yes" if K is spherically complete 
because of the existence of the Mackey topology Zm (see [10]). The topology 
we ask for is then determined by the semi-norms p which are zm-continuous 
and for which ER is of countable type. 
We are interested in a more general situation. Let E and F be vector 
spaces. One says that (E, F) is a dual pair if there exists a bilinear form 
E×F-,K:(x,a)~(x,a) such that VxeE, x¢0 f iraeF such that (x,a) ¢0 and, 
VaeF, a¢0,  ~Ix~E such that (x,a) ¢0. If ~ is a family of a(F, E)-bounded 
subsets of F covering F, with the properties 
i) VS1,S2c~ , ~SE~:  S IUS2cS  , 
ii) VSle~, VJ. eK, 2tSe~: 2S1CS, 
then a locally convex Hausdorff  topology on E is defined by the semi-norms 
{PslSe~}, where Ps(X)=sup~s I(x,a) I, xeE. This topology is called the 
topology of ~-convergence. If E, Y-is a polar space then (E, E') is a dual pair 
and J- is a topology of ~-convergence with ~- -{SCE ' [S  equicontinuous}. 
Now, given a dual pair (E, F) one can ask whether there exists on E a finest 
topology of ~-convergence which is of countable type and such that (E, ~) ' - -F .  
This problem is solved in § 2. '~ 
In § 3 we start with a locally convex space E, Jand  study the finest topology 
of countable type on E, coarser than ~. Finally in § 4 we show that, just as the 
nuclear spaces, the spaces of countable type can be determined by an ideal of 
operators. This ideal, the ideal of the operators of type Co, is studied and com- 
pared to the ideal of the compact operators. 
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§ 2. THE FINEST COMPATIBLE TOPOLOGY OF COUNTABLE TYPE 
2.1. LEMMA. Let (E, F) be a dual pair of vector spaces and let (an) be a 
sequence in F which tends to zero in a(F, E). I fp  is the semi-norm on E defined 
by p(x) = supn ](x, an)l, then Ep is of countable type. 
PROOF. Let T be the linear mapping T: E--.c o :x~((x, a n ))n. Then [1T(x)[ICo = 
=p(x), so Ker T= Ker p. Hence we have a commutative diagram 
7Zp 
T 
E y0 
E/ 
with T 1 injective 
Moreover, for x~E, II Tl([xlp)llCo : I[ T(x)[l¢0 =p(x) = II [xlpllE. 
Hence Ep is isometric with a subspace of c o and it is therefore of countable 
type. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let E,,~ be a locally convex space and put Jg0={(an)C 
CE ' ! (a , )  equicontinuous and lim n an=O in a(E',E)}. For each N0eV¢ 0 we 
define a semi-norm PNo on E by pNo(X)= max n [(x, an )[. Then the family of 
semi-norms ¢~o={PNolNoe~4/o} determines a locally convex topology on E 
which is of countable type and coarser than the original topology on E. 
PROOF. We only have to prove that the topology determined by the family ~o 
is coarser than the topology of E. Consider the identity map Id:E,  ~E,  ~'0 
and take N o e Y0, No = (an). Since (an) is equicontinuous in (E, ~) '  there exists 
a qe  ~ such that (an)C Uq °, where Uq= {xeEl  q(x)<_ 1}. For xe Uq we then 
have pNo(X) = sup n I(X, an)t -< 1. This proves the continuity of Id and we are 
done. 
2.3. THEOREM. Let E be a locally convex space. Then E is of countable type 
if and only if its topology can be determined by the family of semi-norms ~ 0
from lemma 2.2. 
PROOF. We only have to prove that if E is of countable type then (*) "the 
topology of E is coarser than the topology determined by the family of semi- 
norms ~0"- Since E is isomorphic to a subspace of some power c0 z of c o ([8] 
4.13) the proof  is complete if we show that 
i) (*) is satisfied for E=co 
ii) I f  for every i ~ I the locally convex space X i has property (*) then so does 
X= l-li~/Xi 
iii) I f  the locally convex space X has property (*) then so does every subspace 
YofX .  
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PROOF of i). Take N 0= (el,e 2 ... . .  oo , e n .... ) C l = (Co) , where 
en = (0,0 .. . . .  1,0, ...) 
with the 1 at index n. Then N O ~ K o and for a = (an)~ Co we have 
IlaL0=max [c~nt =max [(a, en} ]=PN0(V¢). 
n n 
PROOF of ii). It is sufficient o prove that every continuous emi-norm on X 
of the form 
p(x)=p((xi)iel)=pj(xj) for j~ / ,  pj~ ~xi is an element of ~0. 
We can, with obvious notations, assume that pj =PNd, with Nd ~ Y0 j. Now 
it is easy to see that Nd can be considered as an element of 2/0. Indeed, if 
N g = (aJn)CXj, define for x~X:  aJ(x)= aJn(xj). Hence ii)is proved. 
PROOF of iii). Let Y be a subspace of X and take p e ~r .  Then ffq ~ ~x such 
that qlr=p and we can assume that q=quo with No=(an)CX ', No~Yo. 
Putting Ff0=(~Tn) with ~n=anly we see that N0s J/0r and that P=P~o" This 
proves iii). 
2.4. LEMMA. Let (E, F)  be a dual pair of vector spaces. Let S be an abso- 
lutely convex, a(F, E)-bounded subset of F and p --Ps the corresponding semi- 
norm on E. 
I.e. p(x)=supa~s I<x,a>l, xeE.  
I f  Ep is of countable type, say Ep=vect  {[X1]p, [x2]p .... } then i) on S the 
trace of the weak topology a(F, E) is the same as the topology of pointwise 
convergence determined by the set {x~, x2 .... }. 
ii) this topology is metrizable (on S). 
PROOF. i) Choose xeE (x¢0)  and put Vx,~={aeFf I<x,a>l<_e}. It is then 
sufficient to show that ~il, ..., in and ~> 0 with 
( I'1 Vx, ,a)nsc v., ns. 
k : l . . .n  
For x~E,  ~il, i2 ..... in; al, ..., a n ~K (ak--¢:O, Vk) such that 
p(x- ~ akxik) <-e 
k=l  
and so 
(*) ]<x,a>- ~, ~k<xi;a>l<~, Va~S. 
k=l  
Take 
e 
max I kl' 
k 
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then for 
a~(  
we have 
N v ,y) ns  
k=l . . ,n  
k=l  k=l  
with 
ak{xik, a) l< max {~kll<xi~,a>l~e 
k=l  k=l . . .n  
By (*) it follows that j{x,a} I <_e and so a~ Vx,~NS. ii) Consider the mapping 
T:S -~KN:a~({x i ,  a)). This map is injective. Indeed, since S is absolutely 
convex and T(a - b) = T(a) - T(b) it is sufficient o show that Vt c S (t ~ 0)~ ~7i o
such that (Xio , t) :/:0. 
This follows from the fact that ¢T(F, E) is a Hausdorff  topology and i). 
Also by i) we have that T is an isomorphism (of uniform structures) from S 
into K H. 
Since K N is metrizable (as a product space), so is S. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let (E, F) be a dual pair of vector spaces such that F is 
a(F, E)-sequentially complete. 
Put J /=  {(an)CF! lira n a n = 0 in ~(F, E)} and ® = {(C(N)G) e I N~ S/}. 
Then the topology of ~-convergence is the finest compatible locally convex 
topology on E that is of countable type. 
This topology can be determined by the semi-norms PN(X)= supn I(X, a n)l, 
x~E,  N= (an) 6 Y.. 
PROOF. i) We first prove that for xeE,  N= (an) ~ ~/ and S=(C(N)G) e we 
have ps(X) = supa~ s ]{x, a)] =pN(X). 
Put M=C(N) .  For a E M, a= ~n 2nan, ]2n[-<l, we have 
I{x,a)]=l(x,  2 2nan)]<sup I(x, an)]=Pu(X). 
n n 
Hence  PM(x) = PN(X) VX E E. 
For T=37/° and a~ Tthere exists a net (av)wi in M such that 
Vx~E: l im {x,a v) = {x,a).  
v 
So ~Tv 0 with ](x, av) ] = [{x,a) l for v>_v o. This gives for x~E:  
PT(X) = sup  ] (X ,a ) [  = sup I{x,a) I=pM(x) =PN(X). 
a~T aEM 
I f  K has a discrete valuation then (C(N)~) e = C(N) ° and we are done. I f  the 
valuation on K is dense then S= T e= nl~[>l 2T. For aeS and x~E we now 
have if t21>1: 
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[(x,a)]=[2[ l t~-~)  <[)~[PT(X). 
So PS(X)<_]2[PT(X), ~2[>1,  which gives Ps(X)<_PT(X), Vx~E and then 
Ps(X) =PT(X)= pN(X), Vx ~ E. 
ii) From i) and lemma 2.1. it follows that the G-topology is of countable type. 
iii) For the compatibility of the G-topology the following conditions have to 
be satisfied (see [8], 4.7): 
a) Every S~ ~ is edged, a(F, E)-bounded and a(F, E)-complete; 
p) For each S 1, S 2 ~ ~ there exists an S ~ ~ such that S 1 U $2 C S; 
y) For each Se~,  )t eK  there exists S 1E~ such that 2SCS 1. 
PROOF of q). We only need to prove that every S e ~ is a(F, E)-complete. 
(The rest is obvious). 
Take S~ ~ and consider the semi-norm Ps. By ii) the space Eps is of 
countable type. 
By lemma 2.4. the set S is a(F, E)-metrizable. Let now (ai) be a o-(F, E)- 
Cauchy-sequence in S. Then (ai) converges in F, a(F, E) to some t. 
If K has a discrete valuation then S= C(N) ~ which is of course a(F, E)- 
closed. If the valuation on K is dense. Then S= A!xl>l ,~C(N) a and S is still 
a(F, E)-closed. In both cases t ~ S. Hence S is a(F, E)-complete. 
PROOF of ~). Take S 1 = (C(N1)") e, N 1 = (an) 6 J and $2 = (C(N2)'7) e, N2 = 
= (bn) ~ ~. Put N= (al, bl, a2, b E . . . . .  an, b n .... ) ~ J /and  S = (C(N)a) e E 6. Then 
S1USzCS. 
PROOF of y). Take S= (C(N)~) e with N= (a~)E Y. Then it suffices to con- 
sider N1 =(1/)t a~), 2~e0. 
iii) Let Jbe  a compatible topology of countable type on E. We prove that 
Y-is coarser than the G-topology. We have that (E, Y)' =F  and by theorem 2.3 
the topology Y-can be determined by the semi-norms PNo, No ~ Yo. Since 
K0 C Y we are done. 
2.6. EXAMPLE. Let A be a perfect sequence space with K6the-dual A * (see 
[1]). The bilinear form of the dual pair (A, A *) is defined by 
oo 
(q, fl) = ~ qifli, q=(qi) eA, fl=(fli) EA*. 
i - I  
The space A * is then a(A *, A)-sequentially complete (see [6]). For y = (yi) E 
A *, a semi-norm Pr on A is defined by pv(a) = supi ]R/yi[, q = (qi) ~ A. The 
family of semi-norms {py/y cA  *} determines a locally convex topology on A 
which is called the normal topology on A. It is denoted by n(A, A *). The space 
A, n(A, A *) has a Schauderbasis - and it is therefore of countable type - and 
the topology n(A, A *) is compatible with the dual pair (A, A *). 
(These results are proved in [1] under the assumption that K is spherically 
complete but they are true in general). 
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PROPOSITION. /7(1, A*) is the finest compatible topology of countable type 
on A. 
PROOF. Let (fin) = (fl~) be a sequence in A * with lira n fin = 0 in a(A *, A). Put 
N= (fin) and let PN be the corresponding semi-norm for the finest compatible 
topology of countable type on A (theorem 2.5). Then we have to find yeA * 
such that pN(a) <_py(a), Va cA. 
Now lim n fl~ = 0 also in n(A *, A) ([6] lemma 2.5). 
Hence the set {ill, f12,... } is compactoid in A *, n(A *, A). By [1] prop. 15 
(the part of the proof we need holds for K not spherically complete) there exists 
yeA*  such that  {fll, fl2 . . . .  }C~={(OiYi) [Oi]~l }. Since for aeA:py(a)= 
= sup/[o:iYi[ = sup,e~ [(o!, r/>[ (see [1]), this y satisfies the required condition. 
REMARK. If K is spherically complete then the above proposition is irrelevant 
because then n(A, A *) is the finest compatible topology on A (see [1]). If K is 
not spherically complete the situation is different. Indeed, we then have e.g. 
that (l ~°, 11. [I)'=c0 (see [91 4.17) and the norm topology on l = is the finest 
locally convex topology on l °° that is compatible with the dual pair (l~,co). 
However l ~°, I1" II is not of countable type. 
More generally, let K(B) be a K6the space (see [31). Then, if K is not spheri- 
cally complete, this space is reflexive (see [8] Cor. 9.9). The strong topology 
fl(K(B)*, K(B)) is then compatible with the dual pair (K(B)* K(B)) and is not 
necessarily of countable type. The finest compatible topology of countable type 
on K(B) * is n(K(B)* K(B)). 
The following proposition shows what the situation exactly is. 
PROPOSITION. Let K(B) be a K6the space. Then its strong dual space K(B)*, 
fi(K(B)* K(B)) is of countable type if and only if K(B) is a Montel space. 
(For the definition of a Montel space see [8] 10.1). 
PROOF. Suppose K(B) is a Montel space. Then, since it is already a Fr6chet 
space, every bounded subset of K(B) is compactoid. Since weakly bounded 
subsets of K(B) are bounded ([81 7.7) we have that every weakly bounded subset 
of K(B) is compactoid. By [11 prop. 15 every weakly bounded subset of K(B) 
is contained in a set of the form )3= {(fiiYi) ilbil <_ 1, y eK(B)}. But this means 
that the topology fl(K(B)*, K(B)) is coarser than n(K(B)* K(B)). Hence they are 
equal and fl(K(B)* K(B)) is a topology of countable type. 
The converse follows from [8] 10.9(ii). 
REMARK. The above proposition applies to Fr6chet spaces with a basis and 
with a topology determined by a sequence of norms. Such spaces can indeed 
be identified with spaces of the type K(B) (see [3]). 
§ 3. THE ASSOCIATED TOPOLOGY OF COUNTABLE TYPE 
3.1. REMARK. If E, Y-is a polar locally convex space then, between all the 
coarser locally convex topologies of countable type that are compatible with the 
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dual pair (E, E') (the weak topology a(E, E') is the coarsest) there exists 
obviously a finest one. Indeed one simply considers the topology determined by 
all the continuous emi-norms on E for which E,, is of countable type. 
This topology will be denoted by Y0 and it will be called "the topology of 
countable type associated to J " .  
The next theorem gives an explicit description of the topology J0 as a topo- 
logy of %-convergence. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let E, 3-be a polar locally convex space and put 
.No = {(an)CE'l(an) equicontinuous and lim n an =0 in o-(E', E)} 
and %0 = {(C~(~)e 1 N0 ~ .A~}. 
Then Y0 is the topology of %o-convergence. It can be determined by the 
semi-norms pNo(X) = supn I(x, an }], No ~ S0. It follows from theorem 2.3 that 
E, Y-is of countable type iff Y-= Jo. 
PROOF. The fact that the family of semi-norms {PNINoE~A/o} determines 
the topology of %0-convergence is proved in 2.5 i). From lemma 2.1 it follows 
that the %0-topology is of countable type, and from the fact that the sets No 
are equicontinuous subsets of E' it follows that the %0-topology is coarser 
than ~.. 
Finally, let Y be a compatible, locally convex topology of countable type on 
E which is coarser than 37. Suppose J i s  determined by the family of semi-norms 
and take q~ ~. Since E, Y is of countable type we may, by theorem 2.3, 
assume that q has the form q(x) = max I(x, an }1 with (an) C (E, Y)'= (E, Y)', 
l im an=0 in a(E;E) and (an) is an equicontinuous sequence of linear 
forms on E, ~ Since Y' is coarser than Y-it follows that (an)e ~0- So 3 C 
C {PNo/N0c ~0} which shows that J is coarser than the topology of %o- 
convergence. 
We now can conclude that the %0-topology is indeed the same as the 
topology J0 described in 3.1. 
3.3. EXAMPLE. Suppose K is not spherically complete and let K(B) be a 
K6the space. If J=fl(K(B)* K(B)), the strong topology on K(B)*, then the 
topology J0, the associated topology of countable type, is the topology 
n(K(B)*, K(B)). In particular, the topology n(l °°, co) is the topology of coun- 
table type associated to the norm topology of l °°. 
3.4. REMARK. Theorem 3.2 can be used to state conditions under which a 
given locally convex space E, #--is of countable type. 
EXAMPLE. A polarly barrelled space (see [8] def. 6.1) E, 3-is of countable 
type if and only i f  for each weakly bounded subset B of E' there exists a 
sequence (an)CE' tending weakly to zero such that BC(C{al, a 2 .... }c,)e. If K 
has a discrete valuation this condition becomes BCC{al,  a2 .... }°. 
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3.5. REMARK. Given a polar locally convex space E, J which is not of 
countable type one can ask whether or(E, E ' )C  f0.  
The answer to this question is "yes" as is shown in 3.8. The results in 3.6, 
3.7 and 3.8 are due to W. Schikhof. 
3.6. LEMMA. Let E be an infinite dimensional polar Banach space. Then 
there are (xi)CE and (3~i) CE '  with (xi, f j )  =6~ij (i,j~ N). 
PROOF. There exist x 1 E E and f l  ~ E '  with (x 1, f l  ) = 1. Then E = Kxl @ Ker f l  
(topological direct sum). Let p be the projection P:E~Ker f l .  Take x 2 e Ker f l  
and g2 e (Ker f l ) '  with (x2, g2 ) = 1 and put f2 = g2 o p .  
Then (xi, f j )=(~i j  , i, j e{1 ,2} .  
So E = KXl @Kx2 + (Ker f l  N Ker f2) etc . . . .  
3.7. LEMMA. Let E, ][. It be an infinite dimensional polar Banach space and 
take feE ' ,  II/ll = 1. Then there exists an semi-norm p on E with 
i) [fl-<P-< I]" [I, 
ii) Ep is of  countable type, 
iii) p is not weakly continuous. 
PROOF. Take f0 =f  and x0 e E with (x0, f0)  = 1. By 3.6 we can then construct 
sequences Xo, Xl,X 2 . . . .  CE  and fo, fl,f2 . . . .  CE '  with (x i , f j )=0 ( iC j ) ,  
(xi, f / )  ¢0  and l[f/[l___ 1. Define on E a semi-norm p by 
p(x )= sup I (x , f / ) ]2  -i. 
i=0 ,1 ,2 ,  ... 
Then I f0] -P - - [ [ "  I]- 
For ii) we prove that vect {x0, xl, Xz,... } is p-dense in E. Consider 
t .=x-  i (x, fi) 
i=o  
Then (tn, fo)=(tn, f l )  . . . . .  (tn, f . )=0 and (t, , fk)=(x, fk) for k>n. 
Hence 
p(tn)= sup ](x,f~)12-k<_ sup IIx]]2 -k 
k>n k>n 
So lim n p(tn)=0 and we are done. 
iii) Let zcp:E~E/Ker p:x-*[X]p be the canonical surjection. 
I f  Ei~l ~i[Xi]p =0 then P(27=1 2ixi) =0 and so ( Y~7=1 2ixi, f j) =0,  Vs-. It 
follows that ,~i=0, Vi. Hence the vectors  [X1]p,[X2] p . . . .  are linearly inde- 
pendent in E /Ker  p.  So d im(E/Ker  p) = co, which proves iii). 
3.8. THEOREM. Let E ,Y  be a polar locally convex space which is not of 
countable type. Then there exists a topology J '  of  countable type on E such 
that a(E, E ' )  C Y C J.. 
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PROOF. There exists a continuous emi-norm q on E such that Eq is not of 
countable type. Take fc  (Eq)' and let p be as in 3.7. Then s=p o nq is a con- 
tinuous semi-norm on E, 3- with E s of countable type and dim(E/Ker s) = co. 
Then the required topology is determined by the semi-norm s together with all 
the weakly continuous emi-norms on E. 
§ 4. OPERATORS OF TYPE co 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let E, Fbe  locally convex spaces. An operator TeL(E, F) 
is said to be of type c o if it can be factored continuously through a closed sub- 
space of c 0. I.e. if/~/XC Co, closed subspace, i~tT 1 e L(E, X) and T 2 eL(X, F) 
with T= T 2 o 7"1" 
4.2. THEOREM. i) The operators of type c 0 from E to F form a vector 
space, denoted by Lo(E, F). 
ii) The composition of an operator of type Co with a continuous one is still 
of  type c0. 
iii) Every finite rank operator is of type c0. 
PROOF. i) I f  Te L(E, F) is of type c 0 and 2 6 K then obviously 2 T is still of 
type Co. Furthermore it is easy to see that every TeLo(E, F) can be written as 
T(x) = ~,~ 1 (x, an )Yn where (an) ~ ~/0 and (Yn) is a bounded sequence in F ([2] 
§ 3.2). Take also SeLo(E,F), written as S(x)= ~=l  (x, bn)zn. Then T+S 
has a representation of the form (T+S)(x)= ~,~1 (x, cn)un where (cn)= 
=(al, bl,az, b 2 .... ) and (btn)= (yl, Zl, Y2, Z2 . . . .  ). So S+ TeLo(E, F). 
ii) and iii) follow immediately from the definition. 
4.3. REMARK. I f  we restrict ourselves to Banach spaces, theorem 4.2 means 
that the operators of type Co form an operator ideal in the sence of Pietsch 
(see [7]). 
We shall denote this ideal by L 0. 
4.4. LEMMA. I f  E, Y is a locally convex space and TeL(E, Co) then T is still 
continuous when E is equiped with the (coarser) associated topology of 
countable type Y0. 
PROOF. If  TeL(E, co) then Tcan be written as T(x)=((x, an)), with (an) e~A/o 
([2] § 2.2). Let Pu0 be the corresponding semi-norm on E. I.e. for 
xeE:PNo(X)=SUp [(X, an)[. 
n 
Then PNo is continuous on E, fo. Finally []T(x)][co=PNo(X), VxeE,  which 
proves the continuity of T: E, Jo~Co .
4.5. LEMMA. I f  E is a locally convex space of countable type and F is a 
Banach space then L(E, F) --L0(E, F). 
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PROOF. Let TeL(E, F), F a Banach space with unit ball B and put 
U= T-I(B). Let p be the continuous semi-norm on E corresponding to 
U,p(x)=inf {121 txe2U}, xeE. I f  7rp(X)=0 then p(x)=0.  So ff()~n)cK with 
l i ra  2n = 0 such that x e 2n U, Vn. 
It follows that IIT(x)ll <<-2n, V, or that T(x)=0. 
This gives a commutative diagram with continuous linear maps. 
T 
Since/~p is isomorphic to a closed subspace of c o (E is of countable type), we 
are done. 
4.6. THEOREM. Let E, Y-be a locally convex space and F a Banach space. 
For TeL(E, F) the following are equivalent: 
i) TeLo(E, F); 
ii) Im T is of countable type; 
iii) T is still continuous when E is equiped with the (coarser) associated topo- 
logy of countable type J0. 
PROOF. 
i) = ii) 
Consider the factorization where X is a closed subspace of c 0. 
T 
E ,F  
25 
X 
Then Im T 2 is of countable type. Since Im TC Im T 2, Im T is of countable 
type as well. 
ii) = iii) 
Since Im T is of countable type the operator T can be considered as 
E T~m--~ i , F where i is the canonical injection and Im T is (isomorphic to) 
a closed subspace of c 0. 
It is then sufficient to prove that every S e L(E, Co) is still continuous when 
E has the topology Y0. This was done in lemma 4.4. 
iii) =i) 
I f  T: E, J0 -~F is continuous then it is of type c o (lemma 4.5). We then have 
a commutative diagram (with obvious notations and continuous linear maps): 
25 
T 
E , J  , F  
E, Jo T1 ' X 
Hence T e Lo(E, F). 
with X a closed subspace of Co. 
4.7. REMARK. Theorem 4.6 is not true when F is allowed to be a locally 
convex space as well. 
Indeed, if F is locally convex we may take F=E and T=Id  E. If  ii) is satis- 
fied then E is of countable type and, because then 3-= f0, iii) is satisfied as 
well. But i) may not be satisfied. Indeed, if i) is satisfied then E is a continuous 
image of Co which is not necessarily the case. 
Take e.g. E=K ~ and T:co~K N linear, continuous and surjective. Then T 
is open (K N is Frechet) and so K t~ would be isomorphic to the space c0/Ker T 
which is normed, while K N is not normable. 
4.8. DEFINITION (see [2]). Let E and F be locally convex spaces. An ope- 
rator TeL(E, F) is called compact if firp ~ ~e such that T(Up) is compactoid in 
F. Here Up={x~Etp(x)<!}.  
4.9. THEOREM. Every compact operator is of  type c o . 
PROOF. Take TeL(E, F) compact and let p be as in the definition. Take 
qe  ~F, then there exists Pl ~ ~E such that q(T(x))<-pl(x), Vx~E. Without loss 
of generality we may assume that Pl->P. This gives a commutative diagram 
(with continuous linear maps): 
E 
T 
F 
S 
If Up={xlpl(x)<_l} then rip(Up,) is the unit ball in Ep, and since 
S(np,(Up)) = nq(T(Upl)) and Up~ C Up we have that the mapping S is compact. 
Then also the extension ~q: Ep-~Pq is compact. The result then follows from 
the fact that a compact operator between Banach spaces can be factored 
continuously through Co (see [9], 4.40). 
4.10. REMARK. I f  C stands for the ideal of the compact operators we have 
by 4.9 that CCLoCL. These inclusions are strict. Indeed, the identity map on 
l ~ is an element of L(l °°, l °~) \ Lo(l °°, l °°) and the identity map on c o is an 
element of L0(c 0, Co) \ C(co, Co). 
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4.11. THEOREM. For a locally convex space E, Y the following are equi- 
valent: 
i) E is of countable type; 
ii) E is isomorphic to a subspace of some power Co I of Co; 
iii) J=  Y0, the associated topology of countable type; 
iv) Vp e ~E, 2tq e NE, q>--P, such that the canonical mapping (,Opq:Eq--~Ep is 
of type Co; 
v) L(E, F) =L0(E, F) for every Banach space F. 
PROOF. 
i)~*ii): see [8] 4.13. 
i)~*iii): see theorem 3.2. 
i) = iv): follows from the fact that every/~p,  ~ ~E is isomorphic to a closed 
subspace of c 0. 
iv) = v): Let Te L(E, F) and consider the diagram in the proof of lemma 4.5. 
By iv) this diagram can be extended to the commutative diagram (with con- 
tinuous maps) 
T 
E ,F  
~ ~ p ~ /  where q>_p and ~gpq is of type Co. 
Hence T is of type c 0. 
4.12. FINAL REMARKS 
a) Theorem 4.10 i)¢~ iv) shows that the class (So) of the locally convex spaces 
of countable type is defined by the operator ideal L 0 in exactly the same way 
as the class C4/) of nuclear spaces is defined by the operator ideal C (the 
compact operators). Recall that a locally convex space E, ~ is nuclear if 
VpE ~, ,~q~ ~, q>--p, such that (Opq:Eq--~Ep is compact. Since CCL o (4.10) it 
follows that (Y) C (So). 
b) Also, from 4.11 and [4] it follows that a locally convex space E of 
countable type is nuclear if and only if every Te L(E, Co) is compact. (This was 
proved in [2] for a spherically complete K). 
c) The ideal L 0 is injective and surjective which follows easily from 4.6 
i)¢*ii). This implies that the class (So) is stable for products, subspaces, 
separated quotients and countable direct sums. We do'nt give the details here 
because the stability results for (So) have already been shown, directly from 
the definitions, in [8]. 
This remark shows however how the classical theory of operator ideals (see 
[7]) can elegantly be applied to the study of the class (So). 
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